About Croatian Chamber of Economy
The Croatian Chamber of Economy is an independent professional and business
organisation of all legal entities engaging in business.
The Croatian Chamber of Economy (CCE) is an independent professional and
business organisation for all legal entities engaging in business within the Republic of
Croatia. It was established in 1852, organised along European tradition lines as an
institution which represents Croatian economic interests and on the so-called the
continental Chamber system, with compulsory membership.
The Chamber consists of the Headquarters in Zagreb and the Zagreb Chamber and
nineteen county chambers in Bjelovar, Čakovec, Dubrovnik, Karlovac, Koprivnica,
Krapina, Osijek, Otočac, Požega, Pula, Rijeka, Sisak, Slavonski Brod, Split, Šibenik,
Varaždin, Virovitica, Vukovar, Zadar and the Office for Areas of Special State Concern,
in Knin.
For representation of Croatian companies on international market, CCE has
representative offices in the following countries: Belgium - Brussels, Russian
Federation - Moscow, Republic of China - Shanghai, in neighbouring countries: Serbia
– Belgrade and representative office in Bosnia and Herzegovina - Mostar.
Croatian national committee of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC Croatia)
operates at the Croatian Chamber of Economy.
Within the CCE act Permanent Arbitration Court, Conciliation Centre, Court of Honour
and CCE Office for Areas of Special State Concern.
All the information about the CCE activities are available on the web page and social
media.
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Part II. Description of Actions

The Croatian Chamber of Economy (CCE) in the period of this report, conducted
numerous events for its members, issued a variety of publications, initiated projects
with partners focused on the sustainability issues, established new databases fostering
development and digitalization. Special focus was on the organization of trainings and
seminars and on promotion of sustainable development.

Education
Croatian Chamber of Economy organized a number of trainings, conferences and
education on UN Global Compact Ten Principles and sustainable development for its
members. CCE also organized a number of public discussions on strategical
documents related to the climate change and climate adaptation, sustainable energy
development and various environmental topics.
CCE supported partner institutions in organisation of conferences on environmental
issues, round tables related to the climate change and climate adaptation, workshops
on CSR and nonfinancial reporting. In all those activities, CCE strongly supported its
members on active participation. The number of seminars, trainings, conferences,
round tables, meetings and other means of education through the period of this report
is significant. CCE employees participated actively in these sessions and are actively
involved in promoting initiatives covered by Ten Principles to members of CCE. As a
part of educational process, CCE organized study tours to specialized fairs related to
the environmental topics, sustainable building and housing, energy efficiency and
renewable energy sources, with the aim to foster their capacity building among its
members. All events history is available on-line.
ICC Croatia organized a number of conferences, seminars and workshops on anticorruption, CSR and SDGs for members of CCE. Committee for CSR and anticorruption of ICC Croatia organized a number of seminars on the subject of anticorruption. All ICC Croatia events history is available on web.

Promoting best practices
CSR Index
Croatian Chamber of Economy together with Croatian Business Council for
Sustainable Development (HR BCSD), continuously for ten years organizes a CSR
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evaluation on national level. The CSR evaluation is based on special methodology,
transformed into the on-line questionnaire that has seven main pillars:








economic sustainability
inclusion of socially responsible business in a business strategy
working environment
environmental protection
market relations with business partners
relations with the community
responsible policies of diversity and protection of human rights.

CSR Index companies use as a tool to improve their CSR practice and to compare
their performances in comparison to the previous year.
Companies are required to fill the questionnaire to be in the competition for the national
CSR Award. The CSR Award ceremony attracted more than 200 participants and was
the most visible event of the CSR Conference.
CSR Award has nine areas of socially responsible practices in which companies
compete for award. The main four categories are big, medium, small and public
company. There are four categories for specific area of business performance:
Responsible policies and practices in the working environment, Responsible policies
and environmental management practices, Socially responsible relations with the
community and Social Responsible Policies of Diversity and Human Rights Protection.
Finally, the award is given to the company, which had the best performance in
comparison to the previous year.
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In November 2017, the following companies were awarded Dvokut Ecro d.o.o.,
KONČAR-Institut za elektrotehniku d.d., Vetropack straža d.d., Odašiljači i veze d.o.o.,
Aquafilcro d.o.o., CEMEX Hrvatska d.d., Heineken Hrvatska d.o.o., Inkasator d.o.o.,
IKEA Hrvatska d.o.o.

In November 2018,
the
following
companies
were
awarded Media Val
d.o.o., HiPP Croatia
d.o.o., AD PLASTIK
d.d.,
EKO
–
MURVICA
d.o.o.,
GALEB
d.d.,
Ericsson
Nikola
Tesla d.d., Heineken
Hrvatska d.o.o., dmdrogerie
markt
d.o.o.,
Valamar
Riviera d.d.

In 2018, companies
who participated in
CSR
Index
continuously for ten
years,
were
awarded.
Those
were
Ericsson
Nikola Tesla d.d.,
Hauska i Partner
d.o.o., Vetropack
straža
d.d.,
Privredna
banka
Zabreb d.d., Končar
–
institute
za
elektrotehniku d.d.
and
Hartmann
d.o.o.
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Promoting green technologies
Croatian
Chamber
of
Economy actively
participated
in
organization
of
symposium
„Talanoa dialogue
– Together on
Climate”
in
organization
of
Ministry
of
Environment and
Energy during July 2018. The goal of the event was to encourage dialogue on the
efforts and good practices in the fight against climate change. Within this event, CCE
organised exhibition to promote green technologies, such as car sharing service and
solar bench.
Croatian Chamber of Economy was active partner in organization of public ceremony
the "Paris Climate Change – Challenges and Opportunities Agreement" held in June
2017 to promote Paris Agreement adaptation. During the event, CCE organized
presentation of business potential in green technologies.

Learning and Sharing
CCE organized Roundtable ‘CSR as a
business model’. During the event
participants talked about the role of public
authorities in implementation of CSR –
strategies, legal obligations and how to
promote CSR, best practices regarding
the reporting and international reporting
initiatives.
Event raised awareness about national
initiatives related to the CSR, inform companies about the obligations of non-financial
reporting and the benefits of non-financial reporting, and promote sustainability among
businesses.
The International Chamber of Commerce, a private sector organisation with the
observer status at the United Nations (UN) General Assembly, is committed to
championing the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. ICC prepared the
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report on the SDGs – Business Action for Sustainable and Resilient Societies, which
was presented at the 2018 High-level Political Forum at the United Nations. ICC
Croatia participated with national contribution and presented best practices of INA d.d.
Croatian national company. The report is available here.

Publication
In the period of the report, Croatian Chamber of Economy issued a number of
publication.
CCE’s Affiliation for corporate-social responsibility prepared the newslatter distributed
via e-mail to all members also available on the web. The newslatter contains
information on events, seminars and training organized for our members on corporatesocial responsibility topics, information on events organized and conducted by our
members as examples of best practices.
In the period of the report, we prepared a special publication of companies that are
most committed to the CSR Index. Publication strives to promote CSR as a business
model and to promote project and companies dedication to participate in it. Publication
is available on-line as well here.
ICC Croatia translated “ICC Rules for combatting corruption” into the Croatian
language and posted it on the website in 2018.
ICC Croatia promotes and distributes all ICC publications, whose content is derived
from the work of ICC commissions. Products cover three broad categories - ICC rules
and standards, practical guidelines, and reference works in the field of international
trade. All ICC Croatia publications information is available on the website.

Initiatives and Partnerships
In the period of
this report, CCE
revived Affiliation
for
corporate
social
responsibility.
Members of the
Affiliation
are
representatives of
front-runners in
CSR. The focus
of the Affiliation is
the promotion of UN Agenda 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, best practices
sharing among members, education and training, cooperation with the relevant
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national governmental institutions in promoting SDGs and active engagement of the
business community in the preparation of national strategic documents.
Croatian Chamber of Economy cooperates with various organizations, universities and
public bodies on a number of topics.
CCE is the main partner to the HR BCSD in organization of the CSR Conference, the
main event on CSR on national level every year.
CCE was a partner to the
Ministry
for
Demography,
Family, Youth and Social Policy
in promoting their new project
‘Employer – friend of the family’
through which the companies
were awarded based on their
recognition of employees family
needs. This was first award of
that kind given on national level
to the following companies Mai
Ma.Po
d.o.o.,
Megatrend
poslovna
rješenja
d.o.o.,
Poslovna inteligencija d.o.o. and Ericsson Nikola Tesla d.d.
We are very honoured to be key partner to public bodies in organization of various
seminars, round tables and conferences on the topics related to the environmental
protection, labour and anti-corruption.
CCE supported a number of conferences organized in the period of this report. We
were actively involved in organization of more than 10 conferences covering topics of
UN Global Compact Ten Principles and sustainable development.
With partner the Croatian Institute for Corporate Social Responsibility, we organized
training for top managers related to the CSR.

Memberships
CCE is an active member of a number of expert committees through which we promote
sustainable development.
On national level, we are active member of Technical committee at Croatian Standards
Institute. We are members of the Committee for Eco-labels, Working group for Green
Public Procurement, Working group for Circular Economy within the Ministry for
Environment and Energy.
CCE is a member of national committee for COP meetings preparation.
CCE has a member within a Think-tank on children’s rights and CSR within the
UNICEF Croatia.
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CCE is actively involved in preparation of national development strategy within the
Ministry of Regional Development and EU Funds.
On international level, CCE is a member of International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
and its representatives actively participate in work of its commissions, among which
the Commission on environment and energy as well as the Commission on corporate
responsibility and anti-corruption should be stressed. CCE is also member of ICC
World Chambers Federation.CCE is a member of Association of European Chambers
of Commerce and Industry – Eurochambres, World Chambers Network, Mediterranean
Chambers of Commerce and Industry – ASCAME, EU Strategy for the Adriatic and
Ionian Region/Forum of the Adriatic and Ionian Chambers of Commerce – FORUM
AIC, EU Strategy for the Danube Region and Southeast European Cooperative
Initiative – SECI.
Part III. Measurement of Outcomes
Croatian Chamber of Economy uses indicators to measure the impact and effect of all
workshops, conferences and trainings related to UN Global Compact Ten Principles
and sustainable development. Those are:
- Number of participants at our events
- Number of events
- Number of companies
- Number of partners per event
- Number of speakers
- Number of companies participating at CSR Index (over 100 per year)
Additionally, we conduct qualitative feedback from each event through evaluation
questioners for participants. On yearly bases those evaluation are a part of report
prepared for Management Board.
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